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Corrections to November" 1952 Issueo Pgo 157,, line 16o Murayamag s instru~ 
ment Yas an S=inch refractoro Pgo 161~ next line to bottomo The accepted rota
tion period of Uranus is 10 hrso, 45 minso Pgo l62y line l7o Read "a mile or 
t\./Oo II 

New Amateur Socie~o It gives us great pleasure to announce the formation 
of another Western Amateur astronomical society, this time in San Francisco, 
Californiao The neycomer has chosen the name of San Francisco Amateur Astrono~ 
merso Meetings are being held in the Josephine Do Randall Junior Museum of the 
Recreation and Park Department of San Franciscoo Infonrration may be had from 
Mro Ho Ao Wallace, the President, 2925 A Jackson Sto, San Francisco 15J Calif. 

ReEroduction of Drawing§o As our notice regularly carried on the front in~ 
side cover should tell our friends and contributors, drawings cannot be repro= 
duced in a satisfactory fashion in this periodical if the markings on them are 
too fainto Nevertheless~ we continue to receive some drawings which it is use
less to try to reproduce; and on certain others which are reproduced some detail 
is inevitably losto Therefore 9 exagg~ contrasts on drawings submitted to 
Section Recorders or to the Editoro Make the edge of the planet distinct" If 
in doubt~ strengt~ a feature on your drawing to facilitate its clear reproduc~ 
tiono The Stevens Agency of Albuquerque 9 New Mexico has been doing an excellent 
job with illustrations in The Strolling Astro~qmero Let us help them by supply
ing good original copy, 

Late Mailing of Recent Issueso The Editor regrets very much that recent 
issues have not been ready for mailing until several weeks after the ostensible 
date of publicationo The chief reasons are his own lack of time, after rather 
long hours at regular work 9 and imperfect healtho Every effort will be made to 
remedy this situationo 

Forewordo Go Do Roth and Eo Lo Pfannenschmidt~ the authors of the follow
ing article about a type of reflecting telescope which has become popular in 
Central Europe in recent years, are already known to our older readerso Mr. Roth 
is the leader of the Moon and Saturn Sections of the Planetensektion der Stern= 
freunde (loosely: German Planetary Section) and is also their Foreign Correspon
dent for regions outside of c:ont::l..nent,aL Emt''Opeo His address is Lengmoostr. 6~ 
Munich 9 9 Germany" For some years a leader of German amateur planetary o bser~ 
vers 9 Mro Pfannenschmidt now is a member of the M::mtreal Centre of the Royal As
tronomical Society of Canadao His present address is 375 Waverly Sto 9 Port Ar= 
thur9 Ontario 9 Canadao 

In a letter dated December 16 9 1952~ Mro Roth announces the good news that 
Mro Kutter has completed a book about the Neo=Brachyt off=axis reflector, a book 
expected to be published no later than the spring of 1953 o In addition Professor 
Staus of the Munich=Pullach Private Observatory has "wri tte.e a book in German 
about the building of mountings and amateur observato:rieso The price of this 
book 9 described by Roth as 11 a very worthy guide to all working amateurs", is 
Do M, 8o50P postpaido Mro Roth expresses his desire to help interested col
leagues outside of Germany to obtain both booksy possibly through some exchange 
of li teratureo 

THE NEO=BRACHYT OFF AXIS REFLECTOR 

by Go Do Roth and Eo Lo Pfannenschmidt 

In recent years German and other Central European amateurs have been employ= 
ing a new type of reflecting telescope in their planetary9 solar, and lunar work 
which they have termed the 11 Neo=Brachyt 11 but more frequently refer to as the 
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11 Schiefspiegler11 or "oblique reflector 11 n This type of telescope is a modifica
tion of the Brachyt Telescope~ 1nvented by L Forst.er and Ko Fritsch of Vienna 
in l876o Since American colleagues have repeatedly asked for detailed informa
tion on this interesting and versatile type of reflecting telescope, the authors 
have undertaken to submit for the benefit of' American friends the present art
icle. 

The Neo-Brachytt or Neo-Bra as we shall call it, :Ls an off axis reflector 
employing a concave primary and a convex secondary of strictly spherical figure. 
In principle~ therefore, it is actually an off axis 0assegrainian, Figure l on 
pg. 167. The beautiful simplicity of its construction is to be found in its 
spherical opticso Anyone acquainted -with the difficulties usually experienced 
in producing a highly accurate paraboloid will no doubt greatly appreciate the 
following data on a precision instrument eliminating the use of aspherical opti
cal components and yet offering the advantages of a compound reflect.or, If 
properly constructed .snd collimated, the Neo"-Bra will perform as well as a New
tonia."l of similar apertureo As the former Director of the Planetensektion~ 

Pfannenschmidt has had ample opportunity not only of observing with various Nee
Bras but also of comparing their visual and photographic definition with that of 
Newtonians and compound reflectors, They compete remarkably well with the more 
conventional typeso 

We may summarize the Neo~Braus advantages as follows: 

1. Spherical optics$ hence simple constructiono 

2. Long focal ratio, F~l8 to F;20~ hence improved definition, high magnifi= 
cations with long eofoL eyepieces all.ow:Lng good eye~r"eliefJ etco 

3o No central obstruction of the primary by the secondary, hence reduced 
diffraction. ~eriments with unobstructed, reduced-aperture reflecting sys
tems by ~lyde W, Tombaugh suggest that it is most desirable to eliminate the 
diffraction caused by the sec:ondary and its supports: in· 't.he conventional reflec
tor o ~~Editor] 

4o Compound constructi.on~ permitting a light and stable mounting and a 
short tube. 

Let us now consider the instrumentis design and the various methods of elim= 
inating aberrationo Since we shall have to incline the primary to eliminate 
central obstruction~ we shall select as the primary 1 s figure a sphere, which is 
less sensitive to oblique incident rays than any aspherical imaging surface. 
The two major aberrations arising from this inclination are astigmatism and coma~ 
their values increasing with the angle of inclinationo To reduce-~at the very 
outset-~such inherent aberrations to a minimum,we shall choose the smallest per
missible angle of incidence~ combined with a practical focal ratio. "Standard" 
German Neo=Bras of from two to eight inches in aperture have an F:l2 spherical 
primary inclined approximately 3015g of arc to the incoming light rayso Inci
dentally~ these primaries are often made of coated spectacle lenses and are well 
sui ted for junior telescope making classes)) physics classes, etc o Simple opti
cal calculations will prove that mirrors of the given dimensions have negligible 
paraxial aberrations~ coma 9 etco 

The convex spherical secondary~ havigg_}he same radius of curvature as the 
prima!79 is separated from the latter by a dlstance equal to seven diameters of 
the primary9 its inclination to the primaryus new (deflected) axis being a very 
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nearly 12°56u of arco Thus 
the equivalent focal lengtho 
primary 1 so 

the Neo~Bra 1 s overall length amounts to ~40% of 
The secondary 1 s diameter is precisely half the 

Neo=Bras up to four inches in aperture may be successfully designed from 
the data aboveo However, if larger apertures are desired~ it will be necessary 
to give more precise figures and also to devise new methods of eliminating the 
effects of coma and astigmatismo Such has been admirably well accomplished by 
advanced German Ao T. M1 so, foremost among them being Mro Ao Kutter and Profes= 
sor Stauso Therefore, we shall discuss briefly and without mathematics ~~e most 
practical method devised and shall close with precise data for constructing an 
8~inch Neo=Brao 

Well9 herens the storyo In the course of their studies Kutter and Staus-~ 
like other before them--had found that it is quite possible to correct an opti~ 
cal system of the type described to well within the Rayleigh Limit for either 
astigmatism or coma by merely inclining the two spherical mirrors at a certain 
angleo It is impossibleP however, to correct both aberrations simultaneously by 
the same method because astigmatism and coma are governed by different optical 
mathematical lawso Kutter 1 s first achievements were thus small Brachyts up to 
four inches in aperture~ corresponding almost exactly to the data given aboveo 
They were corrected for astigmatism by a proper tilt of the optics, their small 
aperture and long focal ratio reducing coma to approximately three seconds of 
arco This residual aberration was finally eliminated by having the secondary 
minutely obstruct the primary, the latter's area thus shadowed amounting to only 
3% of its total areao Roth possesses such an instrumento It performs beauti= 
fully and on good nights permits the use of maximum power, ioe.~ 50X per inch of 
apertureo 

Kutter and Staus, it seems, went yet a step further in exam1n1ng the effects 
of primary obstruction, pushing the useful aperture to five and even six incheso 
However9 this small gain in apertureJ won at the price of inducing asymmetrical 
diffraction effects~ did not by any means appear to be the ideal solution of the 
Brachyt problemo Your authors have tried in vain to establish who actually found 
the final solution~ for curious as it may seem 9 nothing has yet been published 
on the Neo=Brao It probably occurred to a number of Ao To Muso simultaneously 
to design-~along the general lines mentioned above--a Brachyt system free of 
coma and then to eliminate astigmatism by mechanically deforming the thin spher
ical secondary to slight cylindricity along its sagittal axis~ Figure 2 on pgo 
l67o In practice there is manually operated a small push screw at the back and 
center of the secondaryus cell~ this screw in turn pressing a metal bar diamet~ 
rically against the mounted mirror in ~ position corresponding to the mirror 1 s 
sagittal axis 0 Here~ then9 is the "secret" of the Neo ~Brachyt reflector o In 
the Neo-Bra~ final image perfection is not accomplished by laboriously figuring 
the optics to aspheric~ asymmetrical surfaces but simply by collimating and ad= 
justing the system properly and then slightly deforming one element by means of 
a mechanical operationo 

The final effect invites no cause for cirticism; an 8-inch Neo~Bra will 
show perfectly Toun~ concentric star images at powers of 300 to 450 9 its field 
corresponding to approximately .30 minutes of arco 

Neo=Br,as more than eight inches in aperture will require the designer to 
select a shorter focal ratioo Troubles may arise~ and it would be wise to do 
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some trigonometrical ray tracingo Usually, undercorrecting the primary to Dall
Kirchem requirements ~ill have an improving effecto Thus Professor Staus o~ns a 
12-inch Neo-Bra ~ith an undercorrected primary (50~55%). With the duly deformed 
spherical secondary it produces excellent star images at a po~er of 500o 

Mro Robert Venor of the Montreal Centre of the R. A, So Co is currently con
struction a 6-inch Neo-Brachyt to your authorus specifications, probably the 
first of its kind to be made in North Americao We shall be glad to give you any 
information you may desire about such topics as design, tolerances, shop proce= 
dure, mountings, adjustment, collimation, etco Drop us a line, ~ill you? 

Data for an 8-inch, F~20 Neo-Bra (refer to figure l Q£_£g~67)~ 

Primary P. A = 200 mmo 

Secondary So A=lOO mmo 

f=2400 mmo Rl=4800 mm. 

f= -2400 mm 

¢2::::12°54 u 0 

R2= -4800 mmo 

Angleso r:p 1 :::J016u 30 11 a 

Distanceso A=l440 mm. B=l600 mmo 

Miscellaneouso Size of 30g field at F2 ::.: 35 mmo 

Coma-Correction 11 4 x ,P1andc/>2 /fl; 12:t 11 ' 

D=627mmo 

Figure 1 on pgo 177 is a snapshot of Ho Oberndorferus 120~mmo 

reflectoro 

THE BRIGHT RAYS ON THE MOON 

by Guenter Do Roth 
Acting Lunar Director of the Planetsektion der Sternfreunde 

Neo-Brachyt 

A very interesting and curious phenomenon on the surface of the Moon is the 
systems of bright rays~ which we can see around many craterso It is a ~idespread 
opinion that these brilliant rays are only visible at full moono IndeedJ they 
are most prominent at that timeo Nevertheless~ many observations» for example 
by Po Ahnert at the Sonneberg Observatory9 have shown that the rays are visible 
~ithin ten degrees or less of the terminator, the amount being different in dif= 
ferent lunar regionso During April~ 1951 9 Po Ahnert made some observations ~ith 
the follo~ing results: 

April 11, 19hJ Uo To~ terminator 29°Wo The rays of Wo H, Pickering bet~een 
47°Wo and 420Wo were clearly visiblep as was also the northeast ray of Procluso 

April 15, 20h15mJ Uo To, terminator 20°Eo The rays of Copernicus were very 
easy to observe near the terminatoro 

April 16~ 19h25m, U, To~ terminator 320Eo The northeast double ray of Tycho 
~as visible where it crossed the southeast corner of Mare Nubium. The ~est com
ponent (WeissE to &1llialdus B) was situated between longitudes 19°Eoand 22°Eo, 
the east one (Cichus to Koenig) between longitudes 21°E and 24°Eo 

These observations and others have also been verified by photographso In 
interpreting the rays one must consider this fact and may not claim that the 
rays are visible at full moon onlyo 
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It was the op~m.on of the well=,known obse;:"ver Po Fauth that the rays are 
not uniform structures but are a series of crowded light spots and line So Their 
arrangement along a longitudinal axis and their concurrence near circular era~ 
ters may cause an appearance of a system of rays to the eyeo It is also "the' in= 
terpretation of Po Ahnert tha ts strictly speaking, the greater part of them are 
not rayso Rather they look like irregular brush-strokes laid on a darker back
ground in their main directiono And perhaps there is no exact connectiono Usu
ally the converging point of the rays is the center of the crater9 but we can 
also find examples where their direction is tangent to the rim of the cratero 

There are two principal types of ray=systems~ 

L The Tycho=type rayso Here the individual ray is widest where it leaves 
the crater and usually, but always)) is pointed and much thinner at its ter~ 
minal end distant from the cratero 

2o The Copernicus~type rayso These rays are for the most part very ir~ 
regular and crookedo They give the impression of a web or network a 

However, we can find rays which do not originate in or near a crai.;,er but 
instead start at some distanceD A good example is the crater Tycho 9 which is 
surrounded by a bordering dark corona from which rays start at a disbmce of 
about 60 kmsc The average length of the rays is different too; eo go~ the rays 
of Tycho average 1800 k.rnso 9 those of Furnerius 1200 kmso ~ of Thales 800 kmso of 
Copernicus 600 kmso 8 of Kepler 300 kmso 9 and of W o Ho Pickering 200 kmso 

Some detailed studies have been made about the course of the rays and about 
possible irregularitieso According to Ko Graff there is no sign of a shadow 
along their course so that the rays can be neither higher nor lower than the 
surrounding surfaceo Rather they must be plane place;:; which reflect light better 
than their su:rroundingsJ especially with high lightingo This interpretation is 
based, in the vriter 1 s opinion" too much on the supposition that the rays are 
visible at full moon onlyo Moreover~ studies wit.h the Mount Wilson lOO=inch re= 
flerc;tor have revealed a little shadow ·when the solar lighting is low enougho 

A Summary of the lengthy observations~ especially upon the system of Tycho 9 

by F o Billerbeckc~Gentz gives these resu1 about t.he course of the rays~ 

L The cou:rse i:s not. al'l.ns.ys exactly rect.:llinea't"o 

2o Some rays are suddenly interrupted before crossing a crater and then 
reappear with notable intensi.ty a little beyond the crater (eo go~ Polybius A, 
Fracastorius E, Rosse), "rhls :aspect often gives the impression that the crater 
is followed by a c:omet~taiL There is also the impression of some connection 
between the crater and the sudden increase in the intensity of the rayo 

3o Very often the course of rays is over terrain where, under very low 
lightingJ one can record rather long S'l<l'ells of the lunar surface (eo go :1 Bulli= 
aldus and south of Janssen) o 

4o Oft,en a nUffiber of small objects" light spots or ~c:raterlets~ create the 
impression of a ray beoause of their groupingo 

One of the systems studied in most detail 
small rays 2 one can record 10 prineipal 'lrfayso 
are as follovs~ 
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Ray Number Io Start: south of Heinsiuso 
End: Lubinieski E and Riphaen Mtnso 

Course: Ctchus, Kies~ Koenigo 

Ray Noo IIo Start~ east of Sasserides Ao Course~ Wurzelbauer~ east of 
Hesiodus-Bul~ialdus B~ Bullialdus, Lubinieskio End: Riphaen Mtnso Rays I and 
II form a great double ray brightest·near Bullialduso 

Noo IIL Start: west of Sasserideso Course: Regiomontanus, Purba~hr The
bit, Ptolemyc End~ north of Spoerer (the course through Sinus Medii is uncer
tain)o Some observers~ such as HoJc Klein, have thought the course to be through 
Menelaus and Bessel to Lacus Somniorumo However9 this opinion may be due to an 
optical error bec;ause a superficial view with a low mangification shows that the 
ray through Menelaus and Bessel appears to have the same direction as Tycho IlL 

IVo Start~ Lexello Course; west of Regiomontanus, ParrotJ Albategnius, 
Hipparchuso Endg west of Sinus HediL 

Vo Start~ North of Orontiuso Course: Walter, Abulfeda, End: Descarteso 

VL Start: south of Orontiuso Course: Stoefler, Gemma Frisius:~ Altai Mtnso ~ 
Fracastorius Eo End~ Mare Nectariso This very interesting ray is a good exam
ple of the first and second points in the summary given above of the observa
tions by Fo Billerbeck~enho 

VIL Startg southwest of Tycho near Saussureo Courseg Maurolycus 9 where it 
developes branches VIIa and VIIbo End: VII near Stevinus, VIIa near Metius» and 
VIIb between Metius and Fabriciuso 

VIIIc Start: Maginuso Course: Clavius=west 1 Gruembergero End: south paleo 

IXo Start~ Longomontanus~westo Course~ Glavius=east, wilsono End: Doerfel 
Mtnso Rays VIII and IX have perhaps the same origin southwest of Tycho and are 
divided in their subsequent c:ourseo 

Xo Startg between Tycho and Longomontanuso Course~ Longomontanus~ east of 
Scheinero End~ west of Baillyo Ray X is very br:Lghto 

It would be a worthy plan i.f observers would use this order for future 
systematic studies in order to have a common baseo According to a proposal by 
Fo Billerbeck=Gentz 9 all other rays of Tyoho should be listed with a letter of 
the Greek alphabet and attached to one of the 10 main rayso Moreover, plus or 
minus signs may be used for a position west or east 9 respectively~ of a main 
rayo For example VII /Alpha/+ would mean the first associated ray of VII, ly~ 
ing to the west of VIIo 

Exact studies of the ray~systems lasting for many years are to date very 
rareo Nevertheless 9 they constitute a worthy project for every observirg ama
teur who is willing to do serious worko There are not many prerequisites for 
such a study 9 but perserve!'ance and objectivity are absolutely necessary a The 
optical equipment should be at least a 2=inch telescope~ Fgl2 to 20o Even this 
small aperture may be enough for successful worko A neutral filter to reduce 
the brightness of the moon may be usefulo In connection with visual observations 
it may also be worthwhile to use color filters of known transmission at differ
ent wave-lengthso Photographical studies will need to be supplemented by Visual 
ones because overexposures and underexposures on photographs are a handicap for 
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detailed work. It is necessary for all observers to have a map of the moon, at 
least an outline map. It is very helpful if the map is both detailed and easy 
to handle. For exact studies a good solution is to use the very handy reproduc
tion of H. P. Wilkins' map of the MOon as published in The Strolling Astronomer 
(The Journal of the A.L.P.O., U.S.A.) 

The observations should follow an exact program~ and the writer proposes 
the following: 

1. Record the start, course, and end of each ray. 

2. Record the width and the brightness (intensity)of each ray. 

J. Determine whether there is a variation in every ray 1 s intensity along 
either its width or its length. If there is, record the position and the time 
~hus the solar lighting:) 

4. Determine the general condition of the lunar surface along the course 
of the ray. Perhaps bright spots and craterlets or swells in the terrain simu
late a ray. 

5. Record the form of the ray. Is it absolutely rectilinear? Where does 
it have branches or interruptions? Position, etc. 

6. Watch for any detail within the ray showing different colors of the 
lunar surface, at a time when the ray itself is inviable. 

7. Record the appearance and disappearance of the rays in different luna
tiona. 

8. Use color filters in the different observations1 and record any ch~ge 
of appearance in different colors. 

9. In connection with observations 1-7~ studies of the polarization of the 
reflected light may be very worthwhile. 

10. If possible~ compare selenographical observations with similar geologi~ 
cal phenomena. 

These ten articles may be a clue for observers. Surely experience will 
give individual methods too. However9 it is desirable to have an international 
standard program for cooperation and recording data. The Lunar Department of 
the Planetensektion der Sternfreunde (German Planetary Section), directed by 
Mr. W. Loebering and the writer, proposes a world-wide cooperation in this spec~ 
ial research, especially with the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical As~ 
sociation and with the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers in the U.S.A 

The writer will finally offer some remarks about the theoretical interpre= 
tation of the bright rays. 

It was the view of Carpenter and Nasmyth that the rays were caused by ex
plosions of the solid surface of the Moon, as a glass ball may be exploded by 
interior pressure. Other interpretations were made by Maedler and Franz. The 
former had the opinion that there is a change in the structure of the lunar sur
face where the rays lie, but Maedler had no explanation for his supposition. 
According to Franz a crystalline fluid erupted and condensed around the craters 
and is now visible by reflected light as rays. This view takes care of the fact 
that the rays often cross without deviation very rugged terrain. 
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Some interpretations are occupied with the possibility of volcanic dust or 
ash as the cause of the rayso F. Vo Wolff in 1914 concluded that the rays are 
composed of volcanic ash from explosions and that the coarser dark material near 
explosion centers is composed of bombs and lapilli, as for example at the great 
crater Tychoo Fo Eo Wright wrote (Carnegie Institution of Washington Publica
tions~ No, 501, 1938): "It was suggested many years ago by different observers 
that the rays from a crater are streaks of fine dust or ashes blown out from its 
top or side~ and carried along by the jets of hot escaping gases, from which 
they settled out along the paths followed by the streaming gaseso This explana
tion of the origin of the rays seems to accord well with the observed factso" 
In his book Geology !QQ!ied to Selenologz Jo Eo Spurr mentioned that there is no 
reason to doubt that the rays represent finely divided or dusty matertal blown 
from the crater-~volcanic dust or ash 9 and the gusts which blew them away from 
the crater was of volcanic gases impelled by the explosions which comminuted the 
lava into powder o During 1943 Dro Ro Ao Spurr made some experimental reproduc
tions of rays~ investigating, in the pattern of dust or powder distribution by 
explosions~ the difference 9 if any~ between explosions in airy as on the earth, 
and in a vacuum9 as on the Moono The very interesting photographs of the ex~ 
periment in vacuo indeed give the impression of a crater with rays, similar to 
Copernicuso 

Some years ago Ro Sc:hwinner (Astronom:l..sche Nachrichteny Bdo 274, Noso 2-3) 
offered an interesting theory for discussiono It is his opinion that the rays 
correspond to magmatic activity around some large craterso According to Schwin= 
ner the magmatic activity resulted in the radial formation around craters of 
clefts, filled with 11 pegmatite11 o Originally these formed wallsl' similar to the 
Straight Wall ne~r Birt and Thebit; but the very great lunar diurnal change in 
temperature (200~300 degrees) wore down the valls 9 the rocks breaking off and 
forming wiqe sand and metal ridgeso The brightness results from the high re~ 
fleeting power of the mica in the 11 pegmatiteo 11 

In the opinion of the author these interpretations do not distinguish be~ 

tween the types of rays 9 especially between the Tycho and Copernicus typeso Yet 
even a superficial study of the rays gives the impression that there is a dif
ference, hence presumably a different origino It may be apparent that Tycho and 
its rays are an exceptiono To what extent there is the possibility of a contact
metamorphosis$ for which Tycho could have been the stimulator 9 is yet obscureo 
At any rate there are connections with geological elementso Another fact is 
that some bright and white rays are due to a series of very small brilliant cra
ters arranged like rays or lineso For example, Mare Humorum and parts of Mare 
Serenitatis are covered with hundreds of small bright craterso QloP. Lenham has 
written that many of the multitude of small craterlets shown· in his map of Mare 
Humorum on pgo 181 are visible as tiny bright spots under high solar illumina
tioz;J Also~ a series of Claaters north of Stadius lies directly along a bright 
ray of Copernicuso 

The present knowledge of the Moonus rays is by no means definitiveo A solu= 
tion of the problem is not possible by theories alone but must chiefly require 
exact practical observations~ based on a comparison of geological and selenolo
gic:al studieso 

fost§£~1£~ EX EditoEo Mro Roth has honored our Association of Lunar and 
Planetary Observers with an invitation to participate in what can become an im~ 

portant 9 international cooperative studyo We can only accept with thankso 

It is evident that a study of this kind will be most effective if planned 
very c:arefullyo Hence, correspondence on the subject from members will be wel~ 
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come. Conceivably we may eventually want to set up a Lunar Bright Rays Section 
similar to the Sections we already have on the different bright planets. It may 
be desirable to make a standard form for recording observations of the r~s, 
similar to the forms now used by the A. A. V. S. 0. and the A. M. S. in their 
specialties. As Mr. Roth points out, it is important to try .to interpret selen
ology in terms of geology, as J. E. Spurr has done in his stimulating book. 
Many ideas will occur to the lunar student in connection with Roth's ten art
icles in his project. For example~ on what scale should lunar intensities be 
estimated? To what extent may photographs be used in this stuqy? He who tries 
will soon despair of drawing all the rays on the moon--or even of drawing ade
quately such a complex and tangled system of rays as the one around Copernicus! 
May statistical studies be made to determine whether the number of small 9 bright 
craters lying along the course of rays is too great to be a random distribution? 

But though difficulties exist, let us do something. There are dozens of 
telescopes now idle in the hands of A. L. P. 0. members. Here is a challenging 
problem about which little enough is known. Let us be up and doing! 

!~sight Into Astronomy. 
Press~ Inc., New York. 1952 

BOOK REVIEW 

by Walter H. Haas 

By Leo Mattersdorf. 223 pages. $3.50. Lantern 

This book deserves praise as a good descriptive text for the beginner or 
the amateur. The author is the President of the Amateur Astronomers Association, 
Inc. 9 New York City,and is a charter member of that society. 'The style of writ
ing is easy and conversational and can be readily followed by anyone. A number 
of personal anecdotes add to reader interest, such as the author's 12-hour delay 
when he learned that the ferry across an inlet of the Bay of Fundy could only 
float at high tide! 

The book begins with a view of the sky on a clear, starry night, and •uick 
mention of some of its sights. The moon, the sun» the planets, and comets and 
meteors are then treated in that order. Next~ the stars and an invitation to 
constellation-study follow. A chapter on celestial navigation deserves praise; 
the author simplifies the problem of circles of position by first assuming a 
non-rotatipg earth. Then Mr. Mattersdorf tells us of the Milky Way, other gal= 
axies, and 1 the curious red shift. We come back to earth to learn about preces
sion and eclipses. A chapter on the tides is a good treatment of this not-so= 
simple subject, and the mysterious high tide on the side of the earth away from 
the moon is explained by adding the effects of gravitational attraction and the 
acceleration of the earth as a whole around the center of gravity of the earth
moon system. The book concludes with a discussion of time and the calendar. 
There is a good list of suggested reading. 

One unusual feature is the "phonetid" spelling of astronomical names as an 
aid to their pronunciation. Examples are Zo-Dye-Ah-Cal for zodiacal and Ka-P~ll= 
Ah for Capella. There are about a dozen good astronomical photographs in one 
place near the middle of the book and a number of helpful diagrams, each close 
to the pertinent text. The book is authoritative and is singularly free of err
ors. It baa a definite place in the ordinary amateur 1 s library. 
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Figure 1. 120-mm. Neo-Brachyt Off 
Axis Reflector at Private Observatory of 
Hans Oberndorfer 1 Germany. 

' . 

Figure 2. Lunar Crater AI petragius. 
H. P. Wilkins. Meudon 33-inch refr. 
460X. h 
April 31 1952. 22 1 U. T. 
Colong. = 16<?7 

LUNAR ECLIPSE OF JANUARY 29-30 9 1953 

The circumstances of this eclipse by Eastern Standard Time are as follows: 
Moon enters penumbra, Jan. 29~ 3:40P.M.; Moon enters umbra9 4:54 P. M. ; Total= 
ity begins~ 6;05 P. M.; Totality ends,7g30 P. M.; Moon leaves umbra, 8:40 P. M. ; 
Moon leaves penumbra~ 9~54 P. M. 

Even on the Atlantic Coast totality will begin in twilight, and the rest of 
the country will have an even poorer view. Our Association of Lunar and Planet
ary Observers has been chiefly interested in lunar eclipses for two purposes: 
watching for possibly lunar meteors and meteoritic impact- flares during totality 
and searching for possible eclipse-caused changes in certain lunar areas (for 
example~ in Plato~ Atlas, Grimaldi, Riccioli , and Linne{) The search for mete
ors is futile until twilight is almost over~ and at this eclipse looking for 
changes must depend upon the observer ' s knowledge of the normal full-moon appear
ance--nothing can be done before totality i n this country. 

We shall welcome reports of observations . 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Among the lunar objects observed by Mr. H. P. Wilkins with the Meudon Ob
servatory 33-inch refractor in April , 1952 was the crat er Alpetragius . On Sec-
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tion VIII of the Wilkins map~ this crater is not far southeast of the giant 
plain Ptolemyo In his drawing, Figure 2 on pg. 177, Mro Wilkins gave chief at~ 
tention to the very large central peak. He directs attention to the summit cra
terlet, clearly seen as such, and to the four rounded peaks surrounding the cra
terlet--altogether a remarkable objecto Alpetragius may be seen well about a 
day after first quartero 

Ko W. Abineri» 102 Chalk Hill Road, Wembley Park, Middlesex, England has 
submitted a drawing of the east wall of Grimaldi made with an 8-inch reflector 
under very favorable conditions, Figure 3 on pgo 167. This drawing is pot in 
the customary astronomical orientation; instead, south is at the left and east 
at the topo Mro Abineri is very anxious to learn whether other observers can 
confirm some of the small details shown on this drawingo We have few drawings 
of Grimaldi under low lighting in our files; but we urge that here is a suitable 
observing-project, especially for those Ao L. P. 0. members not now engaged on 
any systematic observing. Good results have been secured with apertures of six 
inches or occasionally even less. It will be found that the appearance of the 
detail will change very rapidly as the sun rises higher so that the period for 
best views of the floor and walls of Grimaldi may endure only some hours each 
lunation. Also, libration will somewhat affect the aspect of detail so near the 
limbo Again, clouds may hide the moon during the critical time; or bad seeing 
may conceal the finer detailo Nevertheless, the amateur lunar student who will 
persist in a close study of lunar topography in spite of these handicaps will 
find his reward in confirming or discovering now a new craterlet, then a row of 
peaks, again a thin cleft--in general constantly improving our charts of the 
surface of the moon. Such a study can become most fascinating, and Mr. Abineri 
has provided us with an excellent example to imitateo So how about drawing the 
Grimaldi ~ast wall when you next find it properly lighted and submitting ypur 
sketch to us? 

Alan Po Lenham» 43 Newcastle Sto 9 Swindon, Wiltshire, England has submitted 
a very detailed map of the Mare Humorum~ reproduced on the back inside cover 
(pg. 18l)o It is remarkable that this map rests largely on personal observa~ 
tions by Hro Lenham in 1949~52 with only a 31 inch refractor! There is obvious
ly still work for the ambitious owner of a small telescope of good qualityo Our 
British colleague intends to continue his painstaking scrutiny of Mare Humorum 
in the future and invites all interested persons to join him. Some readers may 
be especially interested in the "domes" which Lenham has discovered here; it is 
difficult to see how these Wargentin=like features can be explained by the met~ 
eoritical theory of the origin of the lunar surface formations. He has further 
found, as his map shows, a number of large~shallow depressions lacking walls and 
some "ghost rings" (like Stadius) 9 the latter objects being visible only very 
near the terminator. Lenham reports that some of the features are rather irreg
ularly visible 9 perhaps because of changing librationo We heartily congratulate 
Mro Lenham on an outStanding piece of work! 

Oo Co Ranck, P. Oo Box 161~ Milton, Pennao has contributed drawings with a 
4-inch refractor of these lunar craters in September, 1952: Timaeus on Sep;ember 
5 at colongitude 9990~ Cassini on September 28 at colongitude 20?1, and Egede 
on September 29 at 3199o Timaeus is on Section XV of the Wilkins map; it lies 
northwest of Plato and on the north shore of the Mare Frigoriso Made near full 
moon, Ranckus drawing shows the double~peaked central mountain~ a small bright 
spot appearing to be a c:raterlet near the south end of the floor 9 another small 
bright spot or craterlet near the foot of the northeast inner wall 9 and a small 
black spot a little west of each bright spoto The Third Edition of the H. Po 
Wilkins 309=inch map of the moon shows none of these details except the two= 
peaked central mountain~ which is also mentioned by Goodacreo Ranck was es
pecially interested in the two black spots;and since the moon was full only 22 hrso 



before his observation» it is difficult to suppose that these can be shadows. 
Rather they must resemble the dark spots 9 of uncertain topographical nature, 
prominent under high solar lighting and found in Alphonsus, Hansteen, Atlas, 
Riccioli~ and many other craters. Ranck 1 s drawing of Cassini shows the two main 
craterlets.on the floor, but a craterlet on the east inner wall to the northeast 
of Cassini B is difficult to identify on the Wilkins map. The drawing of Egede 
shows a near-central craterlet, a smaller craterlet in the southeast part of the 
floor, a mountain-spur running south from the north wall, and a curious white 
band connecting the central craterlet to the southwest rim. Also on Section XV 
of the Wilkins map, Egede lies east of Aristotle and near the northwest end of 
the famous Valley of the Alps. The detail shown by Ranck with a small telescope 
is rather surprising since Goodacre said on pg. 240 of his Moon (1931) that only 
MOl~sworth had recorded detail on the floor of Egede and since the few markings 
shown by Wilkins in the Third Edition of his map agree but poorly with Ranck 1 s 
representation. 

Donald Strayhorn9 527 S. Front St. 9 Wilmington, North Carolina drew the 
lunar craters Messier and W. H. Pickering and their environs on October lj 1952 
at colongitude 5791, using a 4~inch refractor. These craters are interesting 
because of their considerable !EE~nt changes in size and shape. The cycle of 
changes is repeated in its broad outlines, but perhaps not in detail 9 each lu
nation. Of course, we cannot seriously suppose that the walls shift their posi
tions; rather the true outlines are not seen except under low solar lighting. 
It is a very curious fact that the eminent selenographer Maedler stressed that 
these two craters were exactly alike in every respect - size, shape9 and even in 
the position of some small peaks on the walls~ A 3-inch teles6ope is now cap
able of showing great differences between them. 

Mi7amori 1 t Valley9 which joins the northwest rim of Riccioli and the south
east .dm of Lohrmann on Section XIX of the Wilkins map, has interested Japanese 
observers in recent years. rrawings by Mr. Tsuneo Saheki~ No. 29 9 Shi-Jutak~ 
Uriono-cho II-24, Sumiyoshi-ku9 Osaka~ Japan have been published in this period
ical as Figure 3 on pg. l of the August~ 1951 issue and as Figure 1 on pg. 107 
of the August~ 1952 issued In a letter dated August 13~ 1952 Mro Saheki communi
cated these data on the Valley: Total length 94.6± /~. 7 miles, ·· length of west 
part 30.1± 3.5 mileslllength of east and more conspicuous part 62.9+ 1.7 miles, 
width of west part 1.2 ± 0.3 miles~ and width of east part 3.2± 0.4 miles. He 
obtained these values by mea.suring drawings he made in 1951. and 1952 with an 8-
inch reflector~ assuming the following: diameter of Lohrmann 21.7 miles, lunar 
longitude of west end of Valley 65~9 E., and lunar longitude of east end of 
Valley 69~6 E. In recent months drawings of the Valley have been contributed by 
K. W. Abineri and P. A. Moore. Mr. Moore 1 s drawi~ was with a 12.5-inch reflec
tor at 350X on Spetember 2ll 1952 at colongitude 73.9. Thus observing under lower 
lighting than Abineri or Saheki yet have, Moore found the western part of the 
Valley to be bordered by a mountain spur on its south, there being a craterlet 
on the top of this spur near its east end. The north bank of the Valley was pro
longed across the terminator as a bright spur~ suggesting that it is slightly 
raised above the surrounding surface. Moore further remarked that' the Valley 
cuts across two "old" rings and distorts the western wall of one of them. 
Abinerias drawing was on October 24~ 1950 with an 6-inch reflector at 232X and 
oolongitude 7695. He noted a pit at the west end of the broader eastern branch 
of the Valley. A bright spot just outside the east wall of Lohrmann was pre
cisely in line with this pit and the eastern branch of the Valley, the western 
branch being absent from Abinerias drawing. Rather large differences exist a
mong the drawings of Abineri, Moore, and Saheki~ probably at least partly be
cause of the effect of changing libration in longitude so close to the east limb 
of the moon. 
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Co Rex Bohannon, 3415 Santa Carlotta Sto 9 La Crescenta, Galifo last Sept~ 
ember completed a 16o5~inch reflector with a focal length of 84 inches and open~ 
ed his observatory housing ito Mro Bohannon thus has, to our knowledge, the 
largest telescope owned and regularly used by an AoLoPoO. membero We congratu
late him on acquiring so great an aperture! Mro Bohannon has masked down his 
telescope in an unusual wayo His flat is supported by four evenly spaced arms, 
which may be regarded as dividing the mirror into four equal secmors. In each 
sector there is a hole in the mask which is as large as possible consistent with 
giving a clear aperture, the rays of light thus being nowhere diffracted by the 
secondary mirror or its supportso The diameter of each hole is necessarily less 
than half the diameter of the mirrorj being about six inches in Bohannon°s re
flectoro There thus results the resolving power of a 16o5-inch telescope (which 
would not be true with a single off-axis hole of the sort described) and the 
light-grasp of an unobstructed 12=inch telescopeo The part of the mirror used 
by each hole has a focal ratio of 14o Mro Bohannon declares that he has obtain
ed very good views of the moon and the planets with this systemo Such a masked 
reflector might indeed define better than a refractor of the same aperture~ for 
it escapes both diffraction (except around the circumference of each hole) and 
chromatic aberrationo Perhaps other readers would like to experiment with a 
mask of this sort on their reflectorso Bohannon's telescope has a short focal 
ratio of 5ol~ and one may wonder whether the gain would be relatively as great 
on a long-focus reflectoro We welcome correspondence on the subjecto 

A drawing of the lunar crater Schiller by Bohannon with his 16o5-inch re~ 
flector at 250X on September 29, 1952 at colongitude 34?0 shows several craters 
on or near the wallso On Section XXII of the Wilkins map, Schiller is known for 
its peculiar shapeo 

Ao P. Lenham has studied the dark bands on the walls of a number of lu~ 
nar craterso He made observations in 1952 with a 3=1/4=inch refractor at 128X and 
166Xo Such bands are very plain on the east inner wall of Aristarchuso On 
February 12~ 1952 Lenham drew dark bands in Keplerw Birt, Vitello A~ and a 
ceater east of Vitello Ao In Kepler five dark bands radiated from a bright area 
in the center of the floor outward to the rim9 one going to the south~ 
east rim 9 one to the northeast rim, two to the north rim, and one to the south 
rimo The first two of these were definitely seen; the others were sus-
pectedo In Birt two somewhat curved bands originated at a dark spot near 
the west rim and ran, the one southeastward and the other northeastward, to 
the east rimo These Birt dark bands were very distincto In Vitello A it was 
easily seen that the north half of the crater was darkened and that there was 
a dark band on the southeast wallo In the crater east of Vitello A three 
fairly clear bands radiated from a dark area in the northwest part of the 
floor~ one going south, one west, and one easto On February 13 Lenham drew 
four faint bands in Vitello D; these again radiated from the center of the 
crater to the rimo The moon having been full on February 11~ all the opjects 
named above were observed under high solar lightingo On March 5~ 1952, Lenham 
observed under morning lighting in Aristillus a tapering band, broadest on the 
rim~ extending from the central mountin to the east rimo This dark band was dull 
and diffuseo In Lalande on this date he saw two fairly clear, , _ bands in 
the east half of the cratero In Aristillus on March 14 he drew a dark band reach~ 
ing from the central peak to the northwest rima On the northwest inner wall this 
band is W. Ho Pickering 0 s "double canal"~ a test of telescopic definition. Len~ 
hamu s wor.W. would suggest these very tentative conclusions to the Editor: 

lo Dark wall bands are a very common feature of lunar craterso 
2o They are sometimes eurvea and sometimes straight. 
3o They often radiate outward from a point on the floor of the crater, 

perhaps usually near its centero The Meudon drawing oF Aristarchus by H. P 
Wilkins shows the origin of at least one band to be near the central mountain 
(The Strolling A@tronomer? Volo 6~ Figure 2 on pgo 96P 1952)o 
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A p Len ham. Based Map of Mare Humoru~ by .;h ~ 3-1/4-lnch 
I Observations WI on Persona 9 52 

Refractor in 194 - • 
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PRIMARY MIRRORS and Diagonal Flats 
for 6-inch to 12-inch telescopes. 

Excellent optical quality, testimonials 
from outstanding planetary observers. 

More than 20 years of experience, 400 
mirrors. Price of unaluminized optics ••• 
including mailing: 

6-inch 
8-inch · 

$30.00 
$50.00' 

Write for details. S. S. Kibe, 
Nakasato-mura, Sigaken, Japan. 

i@)@)@)@)@)@)@)@)@)~@)@)@)~~ OCULARS @) 
28 mm. Orthoscopic $12.50 @) 

@) 16.8 mm. Erfle 12.50 ~ 
®> 10.5 mm. Orthoscopic 13.50 ®> 
~ 7 mm. Orthoscopic 13.50 ~ 
@) 4 mm. Orthoscopic 15.50 @) 

~Immediate delivery of all oculars. Mounted ~ 
@, in 1-1/4-inch, nickel-plated tubes, coated @, 
@) optics, Japanese made, guaranteed to equal @) 
@) or exceed the performance of anyothermake @) 
@) at any price or money refunded. Postpaid. @) 
@) A full I ine of supplies of the highest char- @) 
®> acter for the telescope maker and observer. ®> 
~ Primary mirrors of high quality a specialty. ~ 
~ ® I H. L. FREEMAN @ 
@) 853-1/2 W. 57th Street @) 
@) Los Angeles 37, California @) 
@)@)@)@)@)@)@@@)@)@)@)@)@@)@@)@)®®®® 
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